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In order to fulfill users’ insatiable interests in accessing Internet services and information wirelessly, one
of the key optimization techniques is caching frequently accessed data items in a local cache. A strong
consistency is implicitly assumed in most caching schemes but it may cause a long query delay. In this
paper, we propose a consistency-sensitive cache invalidation scheme, called ConSens, based on the exist-
ing Invalidation Report (IR) and Updated IR (UIR) based cache invalidation frameworks. In the ConSens
scheme, each user is able to set its own consistency level with a server independently. This user-defined
cache consistency can support diverse consistency requirements of applications. We also propose both
lazy request and opportunistic data access techniques to effectively balance the data accessibility and
query delay. In addition, we enhance the IR-based cache invalidation mechanism and propose a multiple
data transmission scheme, called MDT, to further reduce the query delay. Extensive performance evalu-
ation studies show that the proposed strategies can effectively balance the data accessibility, reduce the
query delay, and significantly increase the number of opportunistic accesses according to the user-
defined consistencies.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent technological advances in high-speed wireless network,
mobility support, and portability enable mobile users to access the
Internet wirelessly. For example, smart phones have been receiving
a tremendous attention and are becoming popular. 115.8 million
users in the U.S. already own a smart phone in 2012 and it is ex-
pected to increase upto 192.4 million by 2016 [1]. 47.7% of all mo-
bile subscribers in the U.S. are smart phone users in 2012 and it is
expected to increase upto 74.1% by 2016 [2]. Approximately seven
out of ten American adults access the Internet wirelessly anyhow.
Typically, the explosive rise in the number of application software
running on smart phones, called apps, has fueled mobile users to
easily and frequently access the Internet wirelessly anytime and
anywhere. According to Apple AppStore, more than 800K apps
are active and more than 50 billion downloads have been made
as of May 2013 [3].

In order to fulfill mobile users’ rapidly growing interests in
accessing Internet services and information wirelessly, one of
the key optimization techniques is caching frequently accessed
data items in a local cache. Caching techniques can relieve
the network traffic and improve information accessibility and
availability. Thus, the communication cost in terms of wireless
bandwidth, battery energy, and latency can be reduced signifi-
cantly. A great deal of research effort has been devoted in
developing various caching strategies in wireless and/or mobile
environments. Here, we use a mobile user to refer to a wireless
mobile device or a person who carries it. Thus, we use the
terms mobile users and mobile nodes (later in short, nodes)
interchangeably.

Most caching strategies implicitly assume a strong consis-
tency between the original data item and its cached copy
[4–12]. When a node generates a query, the query should be
answered by the recently updated data item stored either at a
server or a local cache. However, ensuring a strong consistency
requires a non-negligible long query delay to confirm that both
the source data item and its cached copy are consistent. For
example, update-sensitive weather information such as tornado,
hurricane, or tsunami requires a real-time update operation.
News, stock prices, and traffic information are also update-
sensitive. A cached copy must be updated before answering a
query when the source is updated at the server. However,
ensuring a strong consistency is not always a prompt and
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critical requirement. This is because a requirement of data con-
sistency (later in short, consistency) can be different depending
on the update sensitivity of information. For example, maps,
video clips, e-flyers, and weather information are not update-
sensitive. They may not need to reflect the current update of
the source stored at the server in an urgent manner. Occasional
inconsistencies between the source data item and its cached
copy would be acceptable. In the Bing™ [13], the weather infor-
mation encapsulated in a Web browser toolbar is not always
latest updated (e.g., 45F as of 25 min or 1 h ago). Some mobile
apps are not urgent to update their contents, such as mobile
education game, travel, or magazine.

Under the consideration of diverse information and different
update sensitivities, we propose a consistency-sensitive cache
invalidation scheme, called ConSens. In the ConSens scheme, each
node is able to set its own consistency level, called target consis-
tency, with the server independently. This user-defined cache
consistency is implemented by a minor modification of the
existing Invalidation Report (IR) and Updated IR (UIR) based
cache invalidation frameworks [4,5]. We also propose a multiple
data transmission (MDT) scheme to enhance the fundamental IR-
based cache invalidation mechanism [4].

Most cache invalidation strategies [4–12] often assume that (i)
the validity of cached data items is determined by a strong consis-
tency and/or (ii) the entire nodes have the same consistency with
the server. However, the proposed approach is quite different from
the conventional cache invalidation strategies, and our contribu-
tions are summarized in four-fold:

� First, we propose a consistency sensitive cache invalidation
scheme, in which each node can flexibly and independently
set its own consistency with the server. A consistency condition
is developed to decide the current consistency based on the
number of invalid cached data items accessed during a consis-
tency window.
� Second, both opportunistic data access and lazy request tech-

niques are also developed to improve the data accessibility
but reduce the query latency. Depending on the consistency
condition, each node can judiciously access the cached data
items even without sending a request message to the server
and waiting for the incoming IR (or UIR) from the server.
� Third, we also propose a multiple data transmission (MDT)

scheme to further reduce the query delay in the IR-based cache
invalidation mechanism. In the proposed scheme, the server
repeatedly broadcasts a set of requested data items separately.
Then each node that has sent a request message is able to indi-
vidually answer a query as soon as receiving the requested data
item.
� Fourth, we integrate the proposed techniques with the existing

IR- and UIR-based cache invalidation frameworks [4,5]. We
modify two major IR- and UIR-based cache invalidation
schemes to implement the proposed consistency-sensitive data
access and multiple data transmission techniques, ConSens-IR,
ConSens-UIR, ConSens-IR-MDT, and ConSens-UIR-MDT.

We conduct extensive simulation-based studies of the proposed
schemes to observe the impact of query interval, update interval,
and target consistency on the communication performance. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed schemes not only
can increase the data accessibility but also can reduce the query la-
tency significantly.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The prior work is
analyzed and the proposed strategies are presented in Sections
2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 is devoted to performance eval-
uation and comparison. Finally, we conclude the paper with fu-
ture research directions in Section 5.
2. Related work

Most cache invalidation strategies deploy one or combination of
the following design aspects: (i) Whether to maintain cache status
or not (e.g., stateful or stateless); (ii) Who initiates cache validity
(e.g., push, pull, or hybrid); and (iii) Level of cache consistency
(e.g., strong, weak, or probabilistic). In this paper, we focus on
the consistency dependent cache invalidation techniques.

2.1. Stateful or stateless

A server may or may not maintain any cache status of con-
nected or disconnected nodes. In a stateful approach [6–9], the ser-
ver keeps track of which node caches which data item (s).
Whenever a data item is updated, the server broadcasts an IR to in-
form nodes of the cache update. In [8], a server-based poll-each-
read (SB-PER) is proposed under the assumption of available global
access and update information in the server. However, obtaining
global update information is practically hard, if it is not impossible.
For example, data items such as News, stock prices, or traffic infor-
mation are not updated on a regular basis but are updated by an
event, which is not pre-scheduled. In this paper, we do not con-
sider the data items characterized by a scheduled update. In a
stateless approach [4,5,10], however, the server is not aware of
any cache status and thus, it periodically broadcasts an IR (or
UIR) containing the limited amount of prior update histories. Here,
the query delay is affected by the IR (or UIR) size and broadcast
interval.

2.2. Push, pull, or hybrid

The push, pull, and hybrid techniques specify who initiates
cache invalidation operation. In the push approach [4–10], the ser-
ver initiates the cache invalidation, for example, by broadcasting
an IR. In the pull approach [14], however, whenever a query is gen-
erated which can be answered by a cached data item, a request
message is sent to the server for verifying the validity of the cached
data item before it can be used for answering the query. In [8], an
on-demand approach is proposed for fast moving vehicles in a
multi-cell environment, where a query is forwarded to the server
either for validating the cached data item or receiving the queried
data item. In particular, when a vehicle handoffs, it sends the ids of
the entire valid cached data items to the server for validity check
and receives an invalidation message from the server accordingly.
Several push- and pull-based schemes [11] and their combined
schemes [15,16] have been proposed under the consideration of
tradeoffs between query delay and communication overhead.

2.3. Strong, weak, or probabilistic

Various IR-based cache invalidation strategies have been widely
used in wireless and/or mobile environments [4–12], where a ser-
ver broadcasts an IR periodically (i.e., every L second, where L is a
broadcast interval). A node can answer a query with a cached copy
after validating it with the incoming IR. This ensures a strong con-
sistency but the long query delay (i.e., L

2 in average) is unavoidable.
Although a set of updated IRs (UIRs) [5] is broadcasted between
two successive IRs to further reduce the query delay, non-negligi-
ble query delay (i.e., L

2�m in average, where m is a number of UIRs) is
still expected. The strong consistency ensures that only recently
updated data item is accessed for answering a query, but the con-
sistency maintenance cost in terms of wireless bandwidth, battery
energy, communication overhead, and query delay increases.

A time-to-live (TTL) based approach have been deployed in Web
and/or mobile environments [17,18]. In [18], an estimated TTL



Fig. 1. The basic IR- and UIR-based cache invalidation framework [4,5].
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value is associated with each cached data item. A cached data item
becomes an uncertain state when its TTL value expires and thus, it
should be verified before answering a query. Since the update time
of cached data item can be smaller than the TTL value and a node
can fail to receive an IR broadcast, due to unreliable mobile envi-
ronment, stale data item(s) can exist in the cache. The TTL-based
approach provides a weak consistency and has a drawback in esti-
mating a TTL value which is not trivial.

Probability-based consistency control techniques have been
proposed to support diverse consistency requirements with the
server [15,19–21]. An early probabilistic consistency ensures that
the retrieved data item from the server is temporally consistent
with the recently updated data item with a probability p [19]. A
stochastic consistency guarantees that the deviation between
source data item and its cached copy remains within the user-
specific error tolerance � with a probability p [20]. The evolution
of source data item is modeled by the Brownian motion. In a delta
consistency, a node can use a cached data item for answering a
query as far as the deviation between source data item and its ca-
ched copy is less than d, which is the user-specific maximum
acceptable tolerance [21]. A probabilistic delta consistency inte-
grates both stochastic and delta consistencies to provide a flexible
consistency [15]. This approach is deployed in a hybrid wireless
network, where (i) either single-hop or multi-hop relay is used to
access the server and (ii) frequent disconnections from the server
are expected due to the mobility of nodes.

2.4. Other approaches

Various caching techniques have been proposed in wireless mo-
bile peer-to-peer networks, such as Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANETs) [16,22–29], Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [30],
Internet-based MANETs (IMANETs) [11,15], or Internet-based
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (IVANETs) [31], where either MANET
or VANET technology is combined with the Internet to provide
users with a flexible information accessibility and availability. In
[22], a replication scheme is proposed for periodically updated
data items based on the previously suggested replica allocation
method [32] in MANETs. In [11], several push and pull-based cache
invalidation schemes are proposed based on the aggregate cache
[33], in which the aggregated local caches of the nodes can be con-
sidered as a unified large cache for IMANETs. In [31], a cooperative
cache invalidation scheme incorporating with a hierarchical net-
work model and a location management scheme is proposed to re-
duce the overhead of cache invalidation operations in terms of the
number of broadcasts and long query delay for fast moving vehi-
cles in IVANETs.

In summary, little effort has been devoted in exploring
consistency-sensitive wireless data access and its cache invalida-
tion strategies that can adaptively balance the data accessibility
and query delay. In light of this, we propose the ConSens scheme
(i.e., stateless, push, and probabilistic approaches) and its
enhancement.

3. The proposed cache invalidation strategy

In this section, we first briefly introduce a system model and
then present our proposed cache invalidation strategies.

3.1. System model

We consider a cellular network, where a set of nodes is located
in a cell and communicates with a base station (BS) by wireless
links. Each node can move in any direction, make information
search, and access requests from anywhere in the covered area.
The BS is a gateway to the Internet and is assumed to have access
to any information. This is because the BS is transparent to a data-
base server from a node’s point of view. Thus, we use the terms BS
and database server (later in short, server) interchangeably. A data-
base may directly be attached to a BS, or indirectly be attached to a
fixed router or a server. We assume that the database consists of a
total n data items. A data item (d) is the basic unit of an update or
query operation. The database is only updated by the server, while
a query is generated by nodes for read-only requests. A node can
cache a limited number of data items.

To maintain cache consistency, we consider the IR- and UIR-
based cache invalidation approaches [4,5]. In the IR approach, a
server periodically broadcasts an IR consisting of a list of tuples,
[ds
; ts], where ds and ts are an id of updated data item and its most

recent timestamp, respectively. The IR contains the update history
information witnessed during the last L � jwbj broadcast intervals,
such as ts > ðtcur � L �wbÞ, where tcur and wb are the current time
and a broadcast window, respectively. In the UIR approach, a set
of UIRs can be broadcasted between successive IRs to further re-
duce the query delay based on the IR framework. Compared to
the IR, the UIR does not contain the information of update history.
Instead, the UIR contains a set of data items that have been up-
dated after the last IR has been broadcasted. The UIR consists of
a list of tuples, [d0, t0], where t0 > Ti. Here, Ti is the timestamp of
the last IR. The server inserts several UIRs into each IR interval.
Due to the periodic IR or UIR broadcast, nodes can operate in a doze
mode to save battery energy.

For example, as shown in Fig. 1, when a node generates a query,
it first searches its cached data items. If a cached copy that can an-
swer the query is stored in the cache, the node should wait for the
incoming IR (or UIR) to validate the cached copy. If the cached copy
is valid (cache hit), the node directly accesses the cached copy to
answer the query. If the queried data item is not cached or the ca-
ched copy is invalid (cache miss), the node should send an uplink
request message to the server for the recently updated data item.
The server will broadcast the requested data item(s) immediately
after the IR broadcast.

In this paper, we assume that each node is willing to tolerate
some inconsistencies and able to set its own consistency level with
the server. The consistency can be represented as a threshold value
that indicates the update tightness between the source data item
stored at the server and its cached copy. For example, if the thresh-
old value is one or less than one, then it is a strong or weak consis-
tency, respectively. Thus, each node can directly type the threshold
values into, for example, a system configuration to set the target
consistencies depending on the consistency requirements of
applications.
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3.2. User-defined consistency sensitive cache invalidation

Most of the existing IR- and UIR-based cache invalidation strat-
egies have been primarily focused on solving a long disconnection
problem, reducing the query delay and/or energy consumption, or
utilizing the broadcast bandwidth under the following implicit
assumptions: (i) A strong consistency; and (ii) All nodes have the
same consistency with the server. In this paper, we relax these
assumptions and propose a user-defined consistency sensitive
cache invalidation scheme, called ConSens, to support diverse con-
sistency requirements of applications.

A basic idea of the proposed user-defined consistency approach
is that each node can set its own consistency with the server flex-
ibly and independently. Then data access and cache invalidation
operations are adjusted accordingly. The ConSens scheme is de-
scribed by the following three major components: user-defined
cache consistency, opportunistic data access, and lazy request.
3.2.1. User-defined cache consistency
Each node is able to set its own consistency level, called a target

consistency (s, 0 < s 6 1). Here, s = 1 and s < 1 imply a strong con-
sistency and a weak consistency with the server, respectively. In
case of s = 1, a query will be answered either by a cached data item
after the invalidation check with the incoming IR (or UIR) or the
data item downloaded from the server. In case of s < 1, for exam-
ple, if a node sets s = 0.8, then eight out of ten queries are guaran-
teed to be answered by the recently updated data items stored at
the server or local cache, respectively.

To realize the target consistency, each node counts the number
of invalid data items (Ninval) that has been accessed to answer the
queries. Ninval is observed in a consistency window (wc), represented
as the number of last queries that has been generated. The current

consistency (scur) is calculated by scur ¼ 1�
Pjwc j

u¼0
Flag½u�

jwc j , where Flag½u�
(0 6 u < jwcj) keeps a set of flag bits either for valid (e.g., 1) or
Fig. 2. The calculation of th
invalid (e.g., 0) cached data items that have been accessed to an-
swer the queries. Each array element is initially set by 0. Note that
since scur changes slowly if jwcj increases and vice versa, the lim-
ited number of last queries (jwcj) is chosen to quickly reflect scur

changes, i.e., 100.
The detail operation is depicted in Fig. 2. Here, we assume that

each query (i.e., i; j; k, and l) can be answered by cached data
items. A node sets s and jwcj to 0.9 and the last ten queries, respec-
tively. Before query i begins, suppose scur is 0.9. In each query, the
node checks the consistency condition (s 6 scur) and decides either
to answer the query directly (i.e., queries i and l) or wait for the
incoming IR (or UIR) (i.e., queries j and k). The node updates Flag[u]
either with 0 (valid) or 1 (invalid) after receiving the IR (or UIR),
and then recalculates scur . For example, since query i is answered
by a stale cached data item, 1 (invalid) is inserted in the right most
bit and the existing bits are shifted to the left in the Flag[u]. Then
scur is recalculated, i.e., 0.8 = 1 � 2

10. These operations will be re-
peated for each query.

3.2.2. Opportunistic data access
Suppose a node sets s (e.g., s < 1) and maintains scur . When a

query which can be answered by a cached copy is generated, the
node first examines a consistency condition, s 6 scur . Depending
on the condition, both data access and cache invalidation opera-
tions change adaptively. The rationale behind this condition is to
adjust the current consistency into the user-defined target consis-
tency, as closely as possible. If s 6 scur is satisfied, then the current
consistency is maintained higher than the target consistency. Thus,
an unnecessary long query delay can be occurred. To reduce the
query delay and scur , the node aggressively uses the cached data
items to answer the queries in advance without waiting for the
incoming IR (or UIR) (see Fig. 3). However, the source data item
stored at the server could be updated a priori. Thus, when the node
receives the IR (or UIR), it should validate the answered cached
data item by comparing the update time of source data item and
e current consistencies.



Fig. 3. Unlike to the conventional approach (upper), the ConSens scheme (bottom)
can opportunistically access a cached copy for answering a query without waiting
for the next IR (or UIR), if the consistency condition (s 6 scur) is satisfied ((i) case).
Each node can also postpone sending an uplink request message to the server, if the
consistency condition (s 6 scur) is still met ((iii) case). If the consistency condition
(s 6 scur) is not satisfied, the ConSens scheme follows the conventional approach
(i.e., waiting for the next IR (or UIR)) ((ii) case).
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the access time of its cached copy. If the access time is less than the
update time, then the query was answered by the valid cached data
item. This implies that the node has opportunistically accessed the
cached data item and has reduced the query delay significantly.
According to the validity, the node updates Flag½u� and recalculates
scur . If s 6 scur is not satisfied, however, the query should be an-
swered by the recently updated data item to closely increase scur

upto s. Thus, the node should wait for the incoming IR (or UIR)
to validate the cached data item.

In summary, the ConSens scheme suppresses too high or too
low scur compared to the user-defined s, but keeps scur as close
as possible to s.
Fig. 4. The pseudo code of the ConSens scheme.

Fig. 5. A finite-state machine of node behavior in the ConSens scheme.
3.2.3. Lazy request
In this paper, we propose a lazy request approach to increase the

data accessibility but reduce the query delay. A basic idea is that
each node can postpone sending an uplink request message to
the server but can use an invalid cached data item instead at most
once, as far as the consistency condition (s 6 scur) is met. If scur is
less than s or an invalid cached copy already has been used before,
then the node sends a request message to the server for download-
ing the recently updated data item (see Fig. 3). After answering the
query, the node updates Flag½u� and recalculates scur . Due to the
consistency condition, this approach ensures that only limited
number of invalid cached data items can be used to answer the
queries.

In the ConSens scheme, we use an UIR that contains a list of tu-
ple, [d0; t0], where d0 and t0 are an id of data item updated after the
last IR has been broadcasted and its timestamp, respectively. Un-
like to the original scheme [5], we include t0 to decide whether
the answered cached data item was valid for the purpose of the
proposed scheme. The pseudo code of the proposed scheme is also
presented for detail data access and cache invalidation operations
in Fig. 4.

To capture the dynamic behavior of node, we present a Finite
State Machine (FSM) for the ConSens scheme, called FSMCon, in
Fig. 5. The FSMCon consists of five states (i.e., from s1 to s6) begin-
ning with s1. The state transition is initiated by an event (e) and
then its action (a) is followed accordingly. Here, both event and
action in state i are represented as ei

ai
. s1 does not change when a
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node receives an IR (or UIR) but change into s2 when a node gener-
ates a query. In s2, the state transitions s2 ) s3 and s2 ) s6 indicate
that the queried data item is cached. If the queried data item is not
cached, s2 changes to s5 where the node waits for the server to
broadcast the queried data item. Note that the state transitions
s3 ) s1 and s6 ) s1 indicate opportunistic data access and lazy re-
quest operations, respectively. The consistency condition is evalu-
ated in both s3 and s6, and both states change (dashed line)
accordingly.

3.3. Multiple data transmission

In this paper, we also propose a multiple data transmission
(MDT) scheme to further reduce the query delay in the IR-based
cache invalidation framework. In most IR-based approaches, the
server encapsulates all the requested data items into a single data
packet. Thus, the nodes who have requested in the previous IR per-
iod have to wait to answer the queries until the data packet is re-
ceived. Note that this can incur an unnecessary long query delay
and the nodes will experience the same period of query delay.

In the MDT scheme, however, the server repeatedly broadcasts
each requested data item in a separate data packet until no more
requests remain in the queue (Qbcast

server) as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, each
node can individually answer a query as soon as it receives the re-
quested data packet from the server. Due to the number of sepa-
rate data packet broadcasted from the server, an overhead of
packet header may increase. However, the packet header size
(i.e., 20 Bytes) is negligibly small compared to the data item size
(i.e., 40 KBytes). The pseudo code of the MDT scheme is shown in
below:

for ððdx ¼ popðQ bcast
serverÞÞ– NullÞdo

Broadcastdx;

The proposed MDT scheme is embedded into the existing IR- and
UIR-based cache invalidation schemes. The proposed ConSens
scheme is also implemented based on the MDT scheme. The perfor-
mance comparison and analysis with and without the MDT scheme
are conducted in Section 4.

In summary, the proposed ConSens scheme balances between
the data accessibility and query delay. As far as the current consis-
tency is close to the target consistency, each node can opportunis-
tically access cached data items without waiting for the incoming
IR (or UIR). Unlike to the prior IR- and UIR-based approaches,
Fig. 6. In the conventional approach (upper), the node who has sent an uplink
request message can answer a query after receiving the entire data packet
broadcasted from the server. In the MDT scheme (bottom), however, the node
can answer a query as soon as it receives the requested data item encapsulated in a
separate data packet.
depending on the consistency condition, the proposed scheme nei-
ther waits for the incoming IR (or UIR) nor sends an uplink request
message to the server blindly. In addition, the proposed MDT
scheme further reduces the query delay, in which the server
repeatedly broadcasts each requested data item encapsulated in
a separate data packet.
4. Performance evaluation

In this paper, we design and develop a discrete-event driven
simulation framework to conduct our experiments and evaluate
the performance of proposed techniques. The simulation frame-
work is written by CSIM20 [34] that is a popular development tool-
kit for discrete-event simulations and modeling.

4.1. Simulation testbed

In order to examine the proposed idea, we assume that both
query and update inter arrival times follow the exponential distri-
bution. To model a realistic data access, the entire data items
stored in the database are classified into two subsets: hot and cold
data items. 80% and 20% of query requests are for hot and cold data
items, respectively. 33% of update requests are for hot data items
but they are uniformly distributed within the hot subset. Likewise,
67% update requests are for cold subset. Similar data query and up-
date patterns are found in [5,11,31]. Here, we do not consider mul-
tiple update frequencies for data items. Each node caches 10% of
the data items in the database, i.e., 100 cache slots. When a cache
is full, each node uses a simple cache replacement policy, Least Re-
cently Used (LRU). In this paper, advanced cache admission control
and replacement policies (e.g., a distance-based cache admission
control and a Time and Distance Sensitive (TDS) replacement
[33]) are not considered to clearly see the effect of the proposed
scheme on the performance. The target consistency ranges from
0.7 to 0.95 with 0.05 steps, but we use 0.7 and 0.9 in most exper-
iments unless otherwise stated to clearly see the performance dif-
ferences. The consistency window is the last 100 queries. The
important simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

4.2. Simulation results

In this section, we vary the key simulation parameters: update
interval, query interval, and target consistency. Diverse
combinations of the simulation parameters are used to conduct
extensive performance evaluation studies. We first evaluate the
performance of proposed ConSens scheme in terms of query delay,
consistency changes, cache hit, number of uplink requests, number
of lazy requests, and number of opportunistic accesses as a func-
tion of mean update and query intervals. Then the proposed MDT
scheme is evaluated in terms of query delay as a function of mean
update and query intervals.

For performance comparison, we modify the existing IR- [4] and
UIR-based [5] schemes to aware the consistency sensitivity: Con-
Sens-IR and ConSens-UIR. Also the proposed MDT is embedded into
the existing IR and UIR schemes (called IR-MDT and UIR-MDT) as
well as the ConSens scheme (called ConSens-IR-MDT and ConSens-
UIR-MDT). In addition, we include the existing IR and UIR schemes
as a base case, represented as IR and UIR, respectively.

4.2.1. The query delay
We evaluate the query delay as a function of update and query

intervals. In Fig. 7(a)–(c), both UIR and ConSens-UIR schemes show
better performance than the other two schemes, the IR and Con-
Sens-IR schemes. A similar performance trend can be witnessed
in Fig. 7(d)–(f). In Fig. 7, as the query and update rates increase,



Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 100
Database size (N) 1000 items
Data item size 40 KBytes
Hot data items 5% of DB
Cold data items 95% of DB
Mean query interval time (tq) 25–300 s
Mean update interval time (tu) 0.5–10,000 s
Broadcast bandwidth 384 Kbps [35]
Broadcast interval (L) 20 s
Broadcast window (wb) 10 intervals
UIR replicate times 4
Target consistency (s) 0.7–0.95
Consistency window (wc) 100 queries
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overall query delays reduce. In the UIR and ConSens-UIR schemes,
when the server broadcasts a data item requested from a node, all
the other nodes also receive and cache it. Thus, the query delay re-
duces because more queries can be answered by the latest updated
cached data items without waiting for the incoming IR (or UIR).

In particular, the ConSens-IR scheme is sensitive to the target
consistency. Due to the long IR broadcast period (i.e., 20 s), a query
has the high probability of being answered by a cached copy before
waiting for the incoming IR in the low target consistency (e.g.,
s = 0.7). In Fig. 7(a)–(c), as the query interval increases, the Con-
Sens-IR scheme (s = 0.7) shows lower query delay than the Con-
Sens-IR (s = 0.9) and IR schemes. This is because more cached
data items are accessed to answer queries without waiting for
the incoming IR. The query delay gap is also clearly witnessed in
Fig. 7(d)–(f), as the update interval increases. In the ConSens-UIR,
however, the target consistency does not affect the query delay
much because of aggressive cache invalidate operations with a
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Fig. 7. A comparison of query delay as a function of m
set of UIRs broadcasted in the successive IRs. In Fig. 7, the Con-
Sens-IR and ConSens-UIR schemes achieve lower query delay than
that of the IR and UIR schemes for the entire query and update
intervals.

4.2.2. The consistency changes
According to the set of target consistencies (i.e., from 0.7 to

0.95), we monitor the consistency changes over the entire simula-
tion period. In Fig. 8(a), after a cold state of simulation (i.e., after
each node’s empty cache is filled up), each node shows the fluctu-
ated current consistency but it is quickly adjusted within the target
consistency. Depending on the consistency condition and current
consistency, both ConSens-IR and ConSens-UIR schemes can judi-
ciously decide whether accessing the cached data items to answer
the queries directly, or waiting for the incoming IR (or UIR) to val-
idate the cached data items before answering the queries.

In Fig. 8(b), nodes flexibly change their target consistencies
either between 0.9 and 0.8 or 0.7 and 0.8. After a cold state of sim-
ulation, the current consistency of each node is quickly adjusted to
its target consistency with a little fluctuation. In Fig. 8, we only
show the consistency changes of ConSens-IR scheme but the sim-
ilar result is also witnessed in the ConSens-UIR scheme.

We experiment with last 50 or 200 queries for consistency win-
dow (jwcj) to see how quickly the current consistency changes. As
we can expect, the current consistency changes faster with the
smaller consistency window and vice versa. However, if the consis-
tency window is too small, then the gap between the current and
target consistencies increases. In this paper, we set the consistency
window to the last 100 queries.

4.2.3. The cache hit
We evaluate the cache hit as a function of update interval. In the

ConSens scheme, a cache hit occurs in the following cases: (i) The
consistency condition (s 6 scur) is not satisfied, and a cached data
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s = 0.7 with 0.05 step. In (b), each node flexibly changes its target consistency either between s = 0.9 to 0.8 or s = 0.7 to 0.8.
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item is still valid when the incoming IR (or UIR) arrives; and (ii)
The consistency condition (s 6 scur) is satisfied, and a cached data
item used in advance for answering a query turns out valid after
validating with the incoming IR (or UIR). In Fig. 9, both ConSens-
IR and ConSens-UIR schemes do not affect the cache hit much.
They show the similar cache hits with the IR and UIR schemes,
respectively, regardless of the query intervals. As shown in
Fig. 9(a)–(c), the ConSens-IR scheme shows slightly lower cache
hit than the IR scheme depending on the target consistencies.
4.2.4. The number of lazy requests
We analyze the ConSens scheme in terms of the number of lazy

requests. A lazy request is counted, if the consistency condition
(s 6 scur) is met and an invalid cached data item is used to answer
a query. In this paper, the ConSens scheme guarantees that only a
limited number of invalid cached data items is accessed before the
current consistency drops below the target consistency. If the cur-
rent consistency becomes below the target consistency, invalid ca-
ched data items are not used but instead an uplink request is sent
to the server to download the latest updated data item.

In Fig. 10, the ConSens-UIR scheme shows predictable perfor-
mance for the entire update and query intervals. As the update
and query intervals increase, the number of lazy requests reduces
because more valid cached data items are available. In the Con-
Sens-IR scheme, however, high peak points in the middle of update
and query intervals are observed. As shown in Fig. 10(a) and (d),
when the update interval is low, more cached data items become
invalid and the current consistency tends to become below the tar-
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Fig. 9. A comparison of cache hit ratio (%) as a func
get consistency frequently. Thus, more uplink request messages are
sent but the less number of lazy requests is occurred. In Fig. 10(c)
and (f), when the update interval is high, more cached data items
remain valid and most likely the consistency condition (s 6 scur)
is satisfied. This also leads to the less number of lazy requests.
Fig. 10(b) and (e) show the intermediate performance. The lazy re-
quest does not occur neither at very low nor very high update
interval. The query interval also affects the number of lazy
requests.

The ConSens-IR scheme shows a consistency-sensitivity in
Fig. 10. When the target consistency reduces, the number of lazy
requests increases because more invalid cached data items can
be accessed to answer more queries.
4.2.5. The number of opportunistic accesses
We measure the number of opportunistic accesses as a function

of update and query intervals. An opportunistic access occurs, if the
consistency condition (s 6 scur) is met and a cached data item
marked as valid is accessed to answer a query. In Fig. 11(a), when
the query interval is low, the ConSens-UIR scheme shows more
number of opportunistic accesses as the update interval increases.
Due to the aggressive caching of the data items broadcasted from
the server in the UIR-based approach, each node has the high prob-
ability of accessing valid cached data items. Thus, this can lead to
the high number of opportunistic accesses. As shown in
Fig. 11(b) and (c), when the query interval is high, the number of
opportunistic accesses reduces. In the ConSens-IR scheme, more
numbers of opportunistic accesses are observed in the less target
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Fig. 10. A comparison of number of lazy requests per IR interval as a function of mean update and query intervals (s = 0.7 and 0.9).
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Fig. 11. A comparison of number of opportunistic access per IR interval as a function of mean update and query intervals (s = 0.7 and 0.9).
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consistency (s = 0.7) because of more chances in accessing cached
data items. In Fig. 11(d)–(f), the ConSens-UIR scheme shows the
high number of opportunistic accesses for the entire query and up-
date intervals.
4.2.6. The effect of multiple data transmission
Finally, we evaluate the MDT scheme in terms of query delay as

a function of mean update and query intervals. Then we investigate
the impact of enhancement on the IR, UIR, ConSens-IR, and
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Fig. 12. A comparison of query delay as a function of mean update and query intervals.
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Fig. 13. A comparison of query delay as a function of mean update and query intervals (s = 0.7 and 0.9).
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ConSens-UIR schemes. In Fig. 12(a)–(c), both IR-MDT and UIR-MDT
schemes show lower query delay than that of both IR and UIR
schemes, respectively for the entire update intervals. In
Fig. 12(d)–(f), we can also observe lower query delay of both IR-
MDT and UIR-MDT schemes for the entire query intervals. The
query delay reduces because each node can immediately answer
a query as soon as its requested data item arrives. This is different
from the conventional approach, where each node blindly waits
until the entire requested data items are received. In Fig. 12, the
MDT scheme shows more impact on the IR scheme than the UIR
scheme. Due to the aggressive caching of the requested data items,
the UIR scheme does not generate many uplink request messages
compared to the IR scheme. Thus, the UIR scheme has little space
to further reduce the query delay with the MDT scheme.

In Fig. 13(b), and (c), the ConSens-IR-MDT scheme shows lower
query delay than the ConSens-IR scheme. When the query interval
is low, however, the MDT scheme does not affect the query delay in
both ConSens-IR and ConSens-UIR schemes as shown in Fig. 13(a).
In particular, the MDT scheme does not affect the query delay in
the ConSens-UIR scheme regardless of the query and update inter-
vals in Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 12, this is because the UIR scheme
is not affected much by the MDT scheme due to its aggressive cach-
ing. In addition, the proposed ConSens scheme deploys the lazy re-
quest approach and discourages the uplink request messages.
Thus, there is no space to further reduce the query delay in the
ConSens-UIR-MDT scheme, regardless of the target consistencies.

In Fig. 13(d)–(f), we can also observe lower query delay of Con-
Sens-IR-MDT scheme than the ConSens-IR scheme for the entire
query intervals. As aforementioned, the MDT scheme does not af-
fect the query delay in the ConSens-UIR scheme. The ConSens-IR-
MDT scheme with s = 0.7 and 0.9 shows lower query delay than
the ConSens-IR scheme with s = 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. Thus,
the MDT scheme can further reduce query delay in the existing
IR and UIR schemes as well as the ConSens-IR scheme with differ-
ent target consistencies.

In summary, the proposed ConSens scheme can adaptively
balance the data accessibility and query delay based on the user-
defined consistency through the opportunistic access and lazy
request techniques. Also the proposed MDT scheme can further
reduce the query delay.
5. Concluding remarks

Most of the existing IR- or UIR-based cache invalidation
schemes implicitly assume a strong consistency. However, this
assumption may incur high query delay. To deal with a flexible
consistency and support applications with diverse consistency
requirements, we proposed a consistency-sensitive cache invalida-
tion scheme, called ConSens. In the ConSens scheme, each node can
define its own consistency level flexibly. We also proposed both
lazy request and opportunistic data access techniques to effectively
balance the data accessibility and query latency. In addition, we
proposed a multiple data transmission (MDT) scheme to further re-
duce the query delay. The extensive simulation results indicate
that the proposed schemes can provide better performance than
two prior cache invalidation schemes with respect to the query de-
lay and opportunistic data access.

We envision that the proposed techniques can be integrated
into various tactical multi-hop networks in the presence of
mobility. For example, a military platoon is exercising and each
soldier communicates with other soldiers or a leader. Then the
problem becomes how each soldier can maximize its data accessi-
bility and minimize its query delay against a temporal network
disconnection. The proposed techniques can also be embedded
into mobile apps (e.g., e-textbook, multimedia play, or file sharing
service) that require different levels of data synchronization to
save scarce wireless resources.
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